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Landscape as Boundaries: or the physical representation of political histories - From the talk
given by Ian Ritchie CBE RA as part of the 2015/16 conference: The Dark Side: Subverting
Architecture and Landscape, at the University of Greenwich’s Department of Architecture and
Landscape
The subject of today’s conference ‘The Dark Side – Subverting Architecture and Landscape’ can
be interpreted as referring to both ‘the politics of landscape’ and ‘how landscape affects the
stories we tell ourselves about ourselves’. The two are inextricably interwoven. ‘Landscape’ –
as opposed to environment – is a cultural construct. It is created by people in response to their
contact with and experience of the world around them. In turn, the landscape shapes the
experiences of the people who inhabit it.
To begin with I will mention some thoughts on the subject from two writers on landscape. One is
Barry Lopez, an American writer who is primarily concerned with humanitarian and environmental
issues, and in examining the relationship between human culture and the physical landscape.
He wrote:
“Landscape is place, context, location – microscopic and macroscopic. Environment is
interaction, implication, ecology, culture and community. Even as we learn about the landscapes
surrounding us, by focussing only on the manner in which they can be put to use we become
increasingly disassociated from them, with devastating effects on our environments.”
And the other is Tim Robinson, a mathematician, artist and writer, who along with Neil Spiller,
and others contributed a work to this year’s Royal Academy Summer Exhibition.
“As the foot falls, a landscape invents itself to sustain it.”
Landscape is a cultural production - wilderness was once viewed as a threat. Throughout history
humans have created idealised representations of nature – our parks and gardens are ordered
spaces in the face of nature’s ‘wildness’, an imposition of our imagination upon the environment.
The philosophies informing gardens, landscape design and their relationship to architecture have
varied over the ages.
The walled, formal Islamic gardens of the past were intended for rest and reflection. Inwardlooking, surrounded by hot, arid, hostile landscapes, they feature flowing water and shade, sweet
smells and fruit trees – paradise to the desert dweller. The Persian word ‘pairidaeza’ from which
our ‘paradise’ is derived means ‘surrounding wall’ or ‘enclosure’.
Traditional Japanese and Chinese gardens – also enclosed – are spaces suited to contemplation
and relaxation. Highly symbolic design elements evoke the societies’ philosophies and aesthetic.
They are very much integrated into the design of the architecture they surround and permeate
and were intended to provide a sense of calm and order.
The formal gardens of Versailles express the Western tradition of landscaping with which we are
most familiar and which is, to a less formal degree, mimicked in most suburban gardens and in
much urban architectural landscape design. Man dominates nature completely or, occasionally,
allows for an artfully naturalistic style.
A modern renaissance of designed landscape, with power to inspire1, traces its origins to Ian
McHarg, others such as Geoffrey Jellicoe in the UK, and the Land Artists of the 60’s. Contemporary
examples include the Thames Barrier Park in London, Parc Andre Citroen in Paris, and Les Jardins
Imaginaire at Terrasson La Villedieu in southern France.
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I want to focus on one aspect of the subject that I would consider in part a political dimension of
landscape architecture: This is our understanding of boundaries.
Boundaries are organisational tools we have created – ideas made real: the cosmic circles of
earth, sun, solar system, and the conceptual circles of family, friends, community, as well as the
political and physical boundaries we create to define countries, private property, and social
conventions.
I shall begin in the cosmos.

©NASA

The astronomical unit is a unit of length, roughly the distance from the Earth to the Sun. Originally
conceived as the average of Earth's aphelion and perihelion, it is now defined as exactly
149,597,870,700 meters EXACTLY...roughly 149.6 million kilometres.
What is 150 million kilometres anyway? We measure our surroundings as if by doing so we will
understand them better, but these dimensions are almost as incomprehensible to us as is the
scale of the universe and most things in it.
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Hubble images before and after correcting the lens © NASA

Coming back to Earth we can look at a horizon and justify the idea that this is the eye’s infinity.
It is slightly curved, but one rarely notices this unless looking out to sea toward an approaching
or receding boat, or up high in an aeroplane, or looking at photographs taken by astronauts.

Hubble telescope – looking back into the history of the universe © NASA

Common among those fortunate individuals who have been privileged to spend time in space is
what has been called the ‘overview effect’. This is a cognitive shift in awareness, induced by the
experience of seeing firsthand the reality of the Earth in space, a fragile ball of life, "hanging in
the void", surrounded by a thin atmosphere. National boundaries vanish. The effect was expressed
succinctly in 1985, when alongside American and French astronauts Sultan bin Salman Al-Saud
from the Saudi royal family was aboard a space shuttle mission. He observed: "The first day or so
we all pointed to our countries. The third or fourth day we were pointing to our continents. By
the fifth day, we were aware of only one Earth."
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Oleg Atkov, astronaut, flew as Doctor Cosmonaut on Soyuz T-10 in 1983. He said: "It isn't
important whose Earth it is, just that it is."
Others came to the same realisation before space flight existed, or without having seen the earth
from space.
"There are no boundaries in the real Planet Earth. No United States, no Russia, no China, no
Taiwan. Rivers flow unimpeded across the swaths of continents. The persistent tides, the pulse
of the sea do not discriminate; they push against all the varied shores on Earth." Jacques-Yves
Cousteau, oceanographer.

2-photon microscope – instrument looking into the future… at our brains – a ‘brainbow’ © Litchman et al

You get to thinking of the Earth as an organism, a living thing. You get to worry about it, care for
it, wish it well. National boundaries are as invisible as meridians of longitude, or the Tropics of
Cancer and Capricorn. The boundaries are arbitrary. The planet is real. Spaceflight, therefore, is
subversive. If they are fortunate enough to find themselves in Earth orbit, most people, after a
little meditation, have similar thoughts. The nations that had instituted spaceflight had done so
largely for nationalistic reasons; it was a small irony that almost everyone who entered space
received a startling glimpse of a transnational perspective, of the Earth as one world."
Carl Sagan, Contact
One of my aphorisms reflects another aspect of this truth:
“Oceans connect the world but divide people.”
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In the future, as the process of climate change continues, this is - or may become true - of water
too.

Water, ice, rock

fern spores

Nature doesn’t acknowledge our boundaries, neither does ecology, however that is not to say
that there are no boundaries in nature. There are nature’s physical boundaries – the transition
zones between states of being: sea/land, ice/water, lichen/rock, the tree line on mountains,
ecological zones which can gradually shift, and at the small scale the passive seed pod, a shield
for survival.

Fuligo septica is a species of plasmodial slime mold – also known as Dog Vomit!
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As reported in the September 28, 2000 issue of the British journal Nature, a Japanese research
team demonstrated that slime mold plasmodia have the ability to find the shortest route through
a maze to a food supply. Using rhythmic, coordinated pumping movements, a plasmodium moves
through the maze until it forms a single long “pipe” that traces the shortest route to the food.
This is of interest to transport and infrastructure engineers. And, based on genetic evidence they
are related to both animals and fungi. Biologists studying them believe slime moulds will yield
valuable information about how single-celled animals organized themselves into complex
multicellular organisms and what sort of biochemical signalling the individual cells use to
communicate, both before and after their aggregation into plasmodia.

From a distance clouds appear to have boundaries, but the closer one approaches the edge
becomes invisible.
A bird’s flight-world is permeated by its song-world – a structure of intensely significant
directions, distances, locations and regions. This morning cacophony of sound is essentially the
re-creation of territory, of a political geography that had lapsed overnight while the birds were
sleeping. These transparent bird maps are no different from those of children playing in a school
yard, the territory of a wolf pack, gang zones in a ghetto, or the shifting borders of what we call
nations and which we defend with such ferocity.
Humans have refined the animal instinct to defend territory to an unparalleled degree of
sophistication. We now measure land and sky boundaries with laser accuracy, and defend them
using the forces contained within matter itself.
Man-made boundaries are among the oldest features in landscapes. Ancient boundaries
delineating the territory of cities and countries - the Great Wall of China, the London Wall, the
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Berlin Wall - can still be seen. Although a boundary itself is an abstract concept, it is often evident
because of the differences in land use on either side – for example between grazed and ungrazed
land. Even boundaries delineating the perimeter of Neolithic houses and settlements can still be
seen from the air from patterns of vegetation. The landscape is a palimpsest in time. There will
always be boundaries and borders. The important questions concern their roles and functions.
There are also endless invisible or hidden boundaries, yet it is through these, as much if not more
than by the boundaries we measure, that we interpret and reinterpret space.
In my first book; ‘(well) Connected Architecture’ I wrote: [Psychological] barriers only occur in
the minds of men, and like any theory constructed by humans these barriers can be
deconstructed and replaced. In the case of ‘barrier absence’ this requires a way of thinking and
an attitude which is no longer territorial because there is respect and trust, which in turn
encourages confidence with humility between people.
We play and compose with points, lines and surfaces. We draw an enclosure. We draw conclusions
about what is inside and what is outside this enclosure. A boundary drawn is a distinction which
includes itself, but does not exist in the same sense as the two places or categories it has
delineated. A boundary is a thought - an idea made real which both contains and divides. All
boundaries are ambiguous – two-faced: what is inside and what is outside depends on what side
you are on.

The Ha Ha

Flint Ha Ha © Ian Ritchie

The word’s origin is French, from around 1700, and comes from the exclamation of amused
surprise -Ah Ah! – the viewer utters when the previously unseen vertical drop becomes apparent.
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Before mechanical lawn mowers, a common way to keep large areas of grassland trimmed was to
allow livestock, usually sheep, to graze the grass. A ha-ha prevented grazing animals on large
estates from gaining access to the lawn and gardens adjoining the house, yet giving a continuous
vista to create the illusion that the garden and landscape were one and undivided.
The traditional gardens in the Middle East and Orient were obviously walled. The ha-ha, on the
other hand, is not a visible boundary forming a frame enclosing the garden and delineating it in
relation to the surrounding urban or natural landscape, but a covert boundary. It provides the
illusion that the two are one: it provides the panorama over the landscape – often a landscape
controlled by the owner of the garden – while in fact cutting the landscape off from the garden
and the outside world.
It is worth remembering that man-made landscapes are only created within the context of owned
landscape – by the individual or the State. At the time the ha-ha was in use around country
estates, the working classes of society were displaced from their own landscape, materially and
in terms of power. Landscapes played an active role in maintaining social identities for the elite,
a fact which becomes evident to anyone who has ever visited the grounds of an English stately
home. We see a similar situation today, in the restrictive zoning policies for residential land to
‘preserve’ them and maintain their ‘beauty’ – a covert way of maintaining social control. Not so
much has changed since J. M.W. Turner wrote, “The landscape is not seen for itself, but as a
commentary upon the human condition, as a speculation upon the tension between order and
disorder“.
The modern equivalent of the traditional Islamic walled garden – golf courses in the desert –
soaked with water pumped from non-renewable aquifers and drenched in pesticides, playgrounds
of the wealthy - is another kind of enclosure and another kind of philosophical statement.

Today’s landscape architects and architects are involved with making decisions about the use,
allocation and preservation of resources, which pushes the profession into the realm of politics.
Do landscape architects recognise the political nature of their practice?
“But as I look around at the socio-architectural landscape of Britain, there is one dark spot that
troubles me more than any other: the lack of a political commitment to social housing. It gnaws
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that our society has failed during my entire lifetime to house everyone decently. The growing
divide between rich and poor that has emerged over that period is a tragedy. It leaves a stain
on the conscience to witness privileged educational and housing developments prosper, while,
in our cities particularly, thousands of families live in squalor.” Ian Ritchie, Being an Architect
Landscape design and architecture are currently biased to elitist enclaves, environments for
luxury lifestyles, in the countryside and in our cities. And the irony in this is succinctly put by
Barry Lopez’s thesis that the exterior landscape we dwell in shapes the character and patterns
of our thinking.
“The interior landscape responds to the character and subtlety of an exterior landscape; the
shape of the individual mind is affected by land as it is by genes.” Barry Lopez - Landscape and
Narrative
The effect of the ‘exterior landscape’ – its intricate relationships between what is discernible
and what is ineffable - on the pattern of thoughts, emotions and speculations taking place in the
“interior landscape” of the mind is real: it defines the stories we tell ourselves.

Memorials

The Vietnam Memorial

The Vietnam Memorial is, literally, a break in the landscape - an escarpment along a fault line,
descriptive of the shattering force of the war on US society. Its emotional impact on the relatives
of the fallen, each of whose names are carved into the stone of the wall, came as a surprise.
The Fields of Normandy - an expanse of identical crosses, each symbolic of one life, that blanket
rolling hills that were once battlefields, are still visited regularly though the last people who
fought in that war are long dead.
The Tower Poppies – each red flower symbolic of one life, pouring out of the windows of the
Tower to fill the moat, captured the imagination of the public to an unprecedented degree.
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Paul Cummins and Tom Piper – The 888,246 Poppies at the Tower of London (photo © Ian Ritchie)

All are monuments to the dead that have had an unexpected impact on the viewers. They create
a bond of feeling between the architecture, the landscape and the participants who experience
them: complicity.
The Taj Mahal – a memorial to love, with a calm serenity and beauty of proportion that envelopes
the viewer - could probably also be added to these monuments that leave room for the observers’
imagination, memory, experience and reason.

Terrasson-Lavilledieu, France

civil engineering using gabion mats and cages – the principle applied in Egypt 2000 AD

The landscape architect Kathryn Gustafson, with whom I had worked at La Villette, invited me,
in 1992, to help with her competition-winning project for a 5 hectare landscape on the hill
overlooking Terrasson-Lavilledieu and the Vézere valley in the Dordogne.
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The nearby prehistoric sites and painted caves of the Vézere valley comprise a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Kathryn’s Jardins de l’Imaginaire evokes this history through its themes.

Terrasson Jardin de l’Imaginaire designed by Kathryn Gustafson 1992-96

On our first visit there together, the heavens opened and we stood, barely sheltered, watching
the soil being washed down the hillside. This was both worrying and an inspiration. I suggested
how a gabion wall would retain the soil, and how this could influence the park’s design.
For me, the unforgettable title of Ian McHarg’s book, Design with nature, first published in 1969,
represents our approach to design, though this perhaps had more in common with the traditional
aesthetics of the East, where I lived in 1970. Our principle was not to seek to impose form upon
the landscape but to allow it to emerge.
Kathryn’s landscape concept was to synthesise poetically fragments of stories of gardens into an
original interpretation of the universal theme ‘gardens of humanity’. In relation to the complex
topic of garden history, Kathryn planned to combine a variety of cultural models — axis,
perspective, the sacred forest, the rose garden, vegetable garden, pleasure garden, topiary art,
wind, water — all translated beautifully and with originality from the overgrown hillside.

The Terrasson cultural greenhouse designed by Ian Ritchie Architects 1992-96
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The idea of contrast to deliver a design and environmental message was strong from the outset.
It is expressed in the cultural greenhouse with its raw gabion walls seen against a technically
sophisticated glass roof: the processed and the unprocessed; the energy invested by man in
making flat glass and the embodied energy in the rock; the smooth and the rough; the fragile and
the strong; the reflective and the absorbent; the cold and the warm; innovative technique with
traditional engineering; the refined with a relaxed aesthetic.
The topography is exploited both spatially and metaphorically. The building — a wall and-a roof
— becomes landscape.
The internal climate is created naturally; the gabion walls ‘breathe’; the walls are lined with
citrus trees, and in summer a trickle water-feed wets-them, providing evaporative cooling to the
interior while irrigating the trees.

The Terrasson cultural greenhouse designed by Ian Ritchie Architects 1992-96

Following the success of this project, there was an explosion of gabions in architectural and
landscape projects throughout the world. Their traditional fillings of rock – stones has evolved
with the introduction of plants.
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‘green wall’

urban nature

Another product of the late 80s, first applied at la Cité des Sciences at La Villette, is the ‘green
wall’ re-introduced and popularised by the botanist Patrick Blanc (patented 1938 in USA by Prof.
Stanley Hart White). A network of pipes supplies a nutrient fluid which is absorbed by a polyamide
felt, mimicking mosses, upon which the roots of suitable plants can feed.
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Some applications look unreal, and one wonders as to their feasibility in the long term. Now people are
speculating with elaborate facades within which to grow algae.

Façade - growing algae
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Kathryn Gustafson went on to win the competition for a Diana memorial. Gustafson’s Diana
Fountain was an elegant and proportionate response to the occasion and a thoughtful reflection
of the public sentiment. In operation, the Diana Memorial Fountain also teaches us an important
lesson that is often ignored - the designer doesn’t always get to decide how people will use a
monument or product once it is built. Gustafson imagined the Fountain as a serene place for
quiet contemplation. She soon learned what happens when you put a beautiful, knee-high
fountain in a park: children will want to stand in it. That’s exactly what they did. Some of them
slipped and fell, necessitating a costly retrofit. Even the Fountain’s flaws worked in its favour
though, as the whole episode was brilliantly evocative of Diana. It was as if – from beyond the
grave – the People’s Princess was still snubbing her nose at the taste-making aesthetes to
champion the inalienable right of children to splash about in public fountains.

The notion of boundaries and the spaces within which we design and play is important to
understand. Consider chess and Chinese Go. Both were considered high forms of art, and both
are about strategies – which one associates with military tactics and the occupation of space and
lines. The former is played within the lines making squares, while the latter is played on the
intersections of the lines. One is about encirclement, the other about trapping a target – the
king.
There are apparently 10761 moves in Go compared to the estimated 10120 possible in chess.

National Boat Museum, opposite Greenwich

Our most important early commission came in 1984 from the director of the-National Maritime
Museum (NMM), Neil Cossons, who, with the support of the LDDC,-asked us to develop ideas for
a National Boat Museum as an exciting educational centre-for the archaeology, reconstruction
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and launching of boats. They had a huge collection of-model boats at many scales, secreted in
two wartime bunkers at Kidbrook, near one of the-most depressing post-war housing estates in
south London.
We proposed a development at Island Gardens, on the north bank of the Thames, opposite the
Naval College at Greenwich, on land that had once been part of the NMM-estate. The concept
was based on land movement, which would form a stone amphitheatre at the water’s edge: the
River Thames would become the stage, the architecture of Christopher Wren and Inigo Jones the
stage set, and the Royal Greenwich Observatory the fly tower.

National Boat Museum, opposite Greenwich – concept sketch

National Boat Museum, opposite Greenwich – concept section and model of exhibition-workshop spaces

The exhibition and workshop spaces were half buried, forming a grassy berm. The result was a
low-energy concept, and a discreet but powerful expression of landscape with architecture,
which would expand Island Gardens.
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National Boat Museum, opposite Greenwich –model

The internal spaces were to be naturally ventilated, as well as naturally lit through glass set flush
in the grass roof and by means of light reflected off the amphitheatre steps, which would give a
permanent panorama of the Thames and architecture opposite from inside the building. This
‘clinker’ language, associated with traditional wooden boat construction and the stepped form
of dry docks, was taken through from concept to detail. In the design, the exhibition and
reconstruction area is separated from the conference / commercial zone by the entrance, which
is on axis with the Queen’s House at Greenwich. The visitor would enter at the garden level into
the mid-space of the building and be offered a short or a long route round the exhibition, while
remaining at the same level. Thus all visitors, including the physically disadvantaged, could
engage with the forms of the boats and witness their reconstruction and replication inside the
museum, while from the amphitheatre they could enjoy the launch and activity of boats on the
river.

EdF Pylons

Rhone crossing, France

For me, designing with RFR and Kathryn Gustafson a new generation of HV pylons for Électricité
de France raised aesthetic questions related to the ’meaning of progress’ today.
Transmission lines are the only transport system that crosses our landscapes without establishing
any-aesthetically pleasing topographical relationship to it. Compare this to motorways, railways,
canals.
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Rhone crossing, France

Each overcomes the topography it crosses, yet traces a strong visual relationship to it, in the
manner in which it measures and reveals the contours. For example, the viaduct reveals the
precise shape of the valley like the joiner’s comb that outlines an architrave.
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Leipzig Glass Hall

Leipzig Glass Hall designed gmp + Ian Ritchie Architects, landscape design by WES

The relationship between the curve of the building and the diagonal cut through water is very
alluring – even better when one appreciates that the diagonal cut is a vertical curve.

Christo & Jeanne-Claude ‘Surrounded Islands’

Surrounded Islands, Biscayne Bay, Greater Miami – Christo and Jeanne-Claude

For the installation ‘Surrounded Islands’ eleven of the islands situated in Biscayne Bay, Greater
Miami, were surrounded with 603,870 square meters of floating pink woven polypropylene fabric
covering the surface of the water and extending out from each island into the bay.
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Surrounded Islands, Biscayne Bay, Greater Miami – Christo and Jeanne-Claude

Prior to their boundaries being emphasised the islands had not been regarded as particularly
beautiful. According to Christo and Jeanne-Claude "The luminous pink color of the shiny fabric
was in harmony with the tropical vegetation of the uninhabited verdant islands, the light of the
Miami sky and the colours of the shallow waters of Biscayne Bay."
The connections they created between nature and culture, art and nature, art and engineering
and between the people of Miami and their landscape were a catalyst for the regeneration of the
city.

CONCLUSION
A human tendency, and that particularly of creative and adventurous people, is to go beyond
boundaries. As Marshall McLuhan put it, “Once you see the boundaries of your environment, they
are no longer the boundaries of your environment.”
Over the last few decades humans have began to bend and break the laws of natural selection laws that have governed life on Earth for the past four billion years. New technologies such as
genetic engineering and nanotechnology are giving us unprecedented abilities to design not only
the world around us, but also our own bodies, our personalities, and our desires. How will this
influence society and culture? Does anybody know where we are heading? What is the likely future
of humankind? What do we humans want to become?
We are already in an era of fundamental change to the nature of our species for the first time on
this planet: from Homo sapiens sapiens, which has taken more than 200,000 years to reach its
current incarnation, to humans that are embracing biotechnology and artificial intelligence at an
alarming speed. The need to understand the potential impact upon our human way of life, the
global challenges that this will present let alone those already with us, and how we can attempt
to harness science for the betterment of all is the greatest challenge mankind has ever faced.
The huge global investment in neuroscience to improve cognitive understanding and in animal
and plant genetics to help improve our health and increase agricultural production will inevitably
change us biologically – as well as enhance our existing physical and cognitive abilities.
The merging of computers and humans has already begun.
Bionic organs and limbs are now becoming commonplace, and as computers extend our mental
skills and amplify our intelligence, the possibility that cyborgs will become an aspect of our future
is ever more likely.
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OCEANS CONNECT THE
WORLD BUT DIVIDE
PEOPLE
Ian Ritchie aphorism

Like Janus, we now sit on the boundary between the past and the future - and we need to up the
ante, because we all live together on this one earth and there is no ‘Plan B’.
“As an architect, I am very conscious that lines define boundaries and these boundaries are very
real — between protection and exploitation, destruction and construction, private and public,
sky and earth, outside and inside, soft and hard, warm and cold, obstruction and passage, opacity
and transparency, understanding and misunderstanding.” …‘...territories do not have
boundaries, they are simply different landscapes which require different skills to negotiate well,
and this is where design collaboration can be best understood.”
The study of landscape architecture is bigger than of architecture alone, and it has the capacity
to take under its mantle both architecture and planning – planning in terms of its ecological and
social dimension - as well as to compact the city, and architectural objects within to make our
footfall on the earth less heavy.
This will require a new type of education of the landscape architect - and of the architect, and
of the developers, planners and politicians who hold the purse strings. To paraphrase Winston
Churchill: they shape our buildings and landscapes, and then these shape us.
Barry Lopez has expressed the present paradigm clearly: “Because mankind can circumvent
evolutionary law, it is incumbent upon him, to develop another law to abide by if he wishes to
survive...He must learn restraint....Not because he must, because he lacks inventiveness, but
because herein is the accomplishment of the wisdom that for centuries he has aspired to. Having
taken on his own destiny, he must now think with critical intelligence about where to defer.”
--------
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